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The effect of dispersive, linear propagation~e.g., in single-mode optical fiber! on the intensity noise
from semiconductor lasers is investigated. Relations between the frequency and amplitude noise
variations of semiconductor lasers are obtained from the laser rate equations and used to calculate
the change in the relative intensity noise~RIN! spectrum that occurs during dispersive propagation.
Propagation in fiber with positive dispersion (D.0) over moderate distances~several km for
standard single-mode fiber at 1.55mm! is found to reduce the RIN over a wide range of frequencies.
Measurements with a 1.56mm distributed feedback laser confirm the main theoretical results and
demonstrate reductions in RIN of up to 11 dB with 4 km of standard fiber. ©1996 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~96!03418-3#
ll
In the use of single-mode optical fibers to carry ligh
from semiconductor lasers, fiber dispersion and its contrib
tion to the modulation response of the laser-fiber-detec
combination is usually an important consideration. This
especially true in the case of direct modulation of the las
which causes the optical field exiting the laser~and entering
the fiber! to be chirped. In cases where the system noise le
is determined by the relative intensity noise~RIN! of the
laser, it is also important to consider the effect of dispersi
on the propagation of the noise.

In this letter we give a theory for the effect of linea
propagation in dispersive optical fiber on the semiconduc
laser intensity noise, and we show experimental results fo
1.56 mm distributed feedback~DFB! laser and various
lengths of standard single-mode fiber. The theory and m
surements both indicate that the RIN can be reduced ove
wide range of frequencies by propagation in dispersive fib
This reduction in the RIN can result in an increase in th
signal-to-intensity noise ratio after propagation.

Direct modulation of a semiconductor laser leads to
modulation of the lasing frequency according to the we
known relation1

Dv~ t !52
a

2P0
H D Ṗ~ t !1

eP0

tph
DP~ t !J , ~1!

where a is the linewidth enhancement factor (a,0 for
semiconductor lasers!, P0 is the CW photon density in the
laser cavity,DP!P0 is the photon density variation~propor-
tional to the output power variation!, tph is the photon life-
time, ande is a parameter which describes photon-densi
dependent compression of the gain.

a!Electronic mail: marshall@caltech.edu
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As a frequency and amplitude modulated optical field
propagates in dispersive fiber, some of the FM will be con-
verted to AM and vice versa. When the relationship between
FM and AM at the input to the fiber is described by Eq.~1!,
the transfer functionH1(V,z) for the propagation of small-
signal intensity modulations witheiVt time dependence
through a fiber of lengthz will be2

H1~V,z!5cosu~V,z!1a sin u~V,z!

1 ia
eP0

tph

1

V
sin u~V,z!, ~2!

where u(V,z)52 1
2b09zV

2 is the phase distortion angle
of the fiber at modulation frequencyV, with b09
52l2D/(2pc) characterizing the group velocity dispersion
of the fiber. The available signal power~i.e., the electrical
power in the signal after it is photodetected! will be changed
after propagation by the factoruH1(V,z)u2. Measuring
uH1(V,L)u2 for a fiber of known dispersionD and length
L and then fitting to the parameters in Eq.~2! is one method
of determininga andeP0 /tph for the laser.3

Equations~1! and~2! were obtained for frequency varia-
tions driven by injection current modulation only. To find the
corresponding results for noise-driven variations, we con-
sider the laser rate equations. The equations describing sma
variationsDN, DP, Dv, in the carrier density, photon den-
sity, and lasing frequency about a CW operating pointN0 ,
P0 , v0 , including gain compression and Langevin noise
terms are

DṄ5
DI

eV
2S 1t 1vgAP0DDN2

12eP0

Gtph
DP1

F1

V
, ~3!

D Ṗ5GvgAP0DN2
eP0

tph
DP1

GF2

V
, ~4!
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-

Dḟ52
a

2
GvgADN1F3, ~5!

whereDI is the modulation current, andF1 , F2 , andF3 are
the Langevin noise source terms. Heret is the differential
carrier relaxation time,vgAP0 is the differential stimulated
carrier recombination rate,V is the active region volume, and
G is the optical confinement factor. The variation of the la
ing frequencyDv is equal toDḟ.

In the simple laser noise model4,5 we will consider here,
the noise sourcesF2 andF3 are associated with spontaneou
emission into the lasing mode, whileF1 is associated with
the decay of carriers. The correlation between these p
cesses can be handled most easily by eliminatingF1 from
Eq. ~3! usingF152F21F18, whereF18 is then the part of
the noiseF1 due to carrier decay not involving spontaneou
emission of a photon into the lasing mode. The sourc
F18, F2 , andF3 are uncorrelated, and the spectral density
the photon density variation of an unmodulated laser is~from
the equations above! the sum of the spectral densities of th
photon density responses to each of these sources, that

SPP~V!5SPP
~18!~V!1SPP

~2!~V!1SPP
~3!~V! ~6!

and the RIN at the output of the laser will be

RIN~V!510 logH SPP~18!~V!1SPP
~2!~V!1SPP

~3!~V!

P0
2 J . ~7!

The laser response to the noise sourceF18 is essentially
the same as that for the current modulation, sinceF18 ~but
not F1) andDI /e enter the rate equations in the same wa
The contribution ofF18 to the relative intensity noise spec
trum of the laser is found from Eq.~3! and Eq.~4! to be

SPP
~18!~V!

P0
2 5

~vgAP0!
2

~V0
22V2!21g0

2V2

S1818~V!

~P0V/G!2
, ~8!

whereV0.AvgAP0 /tph is the laser relaxation oscillation
frequency andg051/t1vgAP01eP0 /tph is twice the re-
laxation oscillation damping rate. In the Markovian emissio
approximation,F18 is a white noise with one-sided spectra

FIG. 1. Measured RIN at the laser~circles!, and after propagation in fiber of
length 4.1 km~triangles! and 20 km~diamonds!. The solid curve is theo-
retical, as described in the text.
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densityS1818(V)52Rc , whereRc is the number of carriers
per second which decay by means other than by interactio
with the lasing mode.

The relationship between frequency variationDv and
photon density variationDP resulting from the noise source
F18 is also the same as that resulting from current modula
tion, which was given in Eq.~1!. As indicated in Ref. 1 this
result can be easily obtained from Eq.~4! and Eq.~5!, with
F2 andF3 set to zero. Because Eq.~1! applies, the small-
signal transfer function for the propagation of intensity
noise variations due toF18 is H1(V,z), and the con-

tribution SPP
(18)/P0

2 makes to the RIN will become

uH1(V,z)u2SPP
(18)/P0

2 after propagation in the fiber.~Here it
has also been used thatuH1(0,z)u251.)

The main contribution to the RIN, however, usually
comes fromF2 , the noise associated with spontaneous emis
sion into the lasing mode, notF18. The contribution ofF2 to
the RIN at the output of the laser is found from Eq.~3! and
Eq. ~4! to be

SPP
~2!~V!

P0
2 5

1/t21V2

~V0
22V2!21g0

2V2

S22~V!

~P0V/G!2
, ~9!

FIG. 2. Change in RIN after propagation in fiber of length 1.1 km~dia-
monds!, 2.1 km~squares!, 3.2 km~circles!, and 4.1 km~triangles!. The solid
curves are for the theory given in the text.

FIG. 3. Change in RIN after propagation in fiber of length 5.2 km~dia-
monds!, 6.2 km~squares!, and 20 km~circles!. The solid curves are for the
theory given in the text.
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whereS22(V)54nspKP0(V/G)/tph is the spectral density of
F2 . Herensp is the spontaneous emission factor andK is the
Petermann enhancement factor.6

The relationship between the FM and AM responses
F2 can be obtained by combining Eq.~3!, Eq. ~4!, and Eq.
~5! so as to eliminateF2 andDN and then settingDI , F18 ,
andF3 equal to zero to get

Dv̇~ t !1
1

t
Dv~ t !5

a

2
vgAH D Ṗ~ t !1

1

tph
DP~ t !J . ~10!

This important result, corresponding to Eq.~1! but now for
variations driven byF2 rather than byDI or F18 , is not
dependent on the presence of gain compression in the la
According to Eq.~10!, the rate of change of the lasing fre
quencyDv̇ will be proportional toDP for variations driven
by F2 in the range of frequencies 1/t!V!1/tph .

Using Eq. ~10!, the small-signal transfer function
H2(V,z) for propagation of intensity variations driven by
F2 with eiVt time dependence is found7 to be

H2~V,z!5cosu~V,z!1a
V0

2

V2 H 12 iVtph
11 i /~Vt! J sin u~V,z!,

~11!

where we usedvgAP0 /tph.V0
2 . For frequencies in the

range 1/t!V!1/tph , the factor in braces$ % approaches
unity.

For small propagation distance,z!2uab09V0
2u21, and

moderate frequencies,V!u 12b09zu
2 1/2, the result in Eq.~11!

can be simplified somewhat. In this case, the fact
uH2(V,z)u2 will become

uH2~V,z!u2.12ab09zV0
2S 12

tph
t D V2

1/t21V2 ~12!

so that for frequenciesV@1/t there will then be a uniform
reduction in the noise due toF2 after propagation ifD.0.

According to the rate equations, the photon dens
variation due to the noiseF3 is zero, so that

SPP
~3!~V!50 ~13!

and therefore the contribution ofF3 to the RIN after propa-
gation in the fiber must be treated as an additive noise rat
than with a transfer function. There is a frequency variati
due toF3 at the output of the laser of

Dv~ t !5F3~ t ! ~14!

which leads to a contribution to the RIN after dis
persive propagation of 4S33(V)sin2 u(V,z)/V2, where
S33(V)5S22(V)/(2P0V/G)

2 is the spectral density ofF3 .
The RIN of the semiconductor laser emission after propag
tion in a dispersive fiber is then
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RIN~V,z!510 logH uH1~V,z!u2
SPP

~18!~V!

P0
2 1uH2~V,z!u2

3
SPP

~2!~V!

P0
2 1

4S33~V!

V2 sin2u~V,z!J . ~15!

Measurements of the RIN of a packaged, fiber-coupled
1.56mm DFB laser were made before and after propagation
in various lengths of standard single-mode fiber (D517 ps/
nm/km!, over the frequency range 0.24,V/2p,18 GHz.
Figure 1 shows the RIN~not including shot noise! measured
at the laser pigtail output and also after propagation through
fibers of length 4.1 and 20 km. The solid curve is a fit to Eq.
~7!, using Eq.~9! and Eq.~13! but neglecting the contribu-

tion due toSPP
(18)(V), which was expected to be small. This

yielded the laser parameterst50.5 ns, 1/g050.021 ns, and
V052p38.6 GHz.8 The modulation response with and
without the fiber was also measured and used as in
Ref. 3 to obtaina527.9 and (eP0 /tph)

215.036 ns. The
estimate of the photon lifetime obtained from
tph5(g021/t2eP0 /tph)/V0

2 with these parameters is 6 ps.
The change in RIN after propagation in fibers of length

1.1, 2.1, 3.2, and 4.1 km is shown in Fig. 2, and
after 5.2, 6.2, and 20 km in Fig. 3. The solid curves, which
show the change in RIN calculated as
DRIN(V,z)5RIN(V,z)2RIN(V,0) using Eq. ~15!, Eq.
~11!, Eq. ~9!, and again neglecting the contribution due to
F18, are in good agreement with the measured results. The
laser parameters used in the calculations are those give
above, except fora527.1 andtph55.5 ps chosen to better
fit the data.

In short lengths of fiber~0 to 2 km!, the measured re-
duction of the RIN after propagation was nearly uniform in
frequencyV as predicted by Eq.~12!. Larger changes in RIN
occurred at other fiber lengths, with reductions up to 11 dB
seen at 4.1 km. Changes in RIN after propagation in much
longer lengths of fiber~up to 70 km! were also measured and
found to agree with the theoretical results. For these cases
the RIN was generally increased by the fiber, except for dips
at specific frequencies whereuH2(V,z)u2 is nearly zero.
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supported by ARPA and the National Science Foundation.
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